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Conflict Update # 307 

December 27th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 103,220 (620) soldiers killed, 3,016 (+0) enemy tanks, 6,024 (+7) armored  combat vehicles, 1,998 

(+2) artillery systems, 418 (+0) MLRS systems, 212 (+0) air defense systems, 283 (+0) warplanes, 267 (+0) helicopters, 

1,707 (+0) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 653 (+0) cruise missiles, 16 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,652 (+5) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 239 fuel bowsers (+0) and 179 (+1) units of equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Ukrainian forces appear to have edged closer to recapturing the key Russian-controlled city of 

Kreminna in Luhansk province. The regional governor of Luhansk, Serhiy Haidai, said fighters in part of the city 
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controlled by Russian command were forced to retreat to Rubizhne, a town a few miles to the south-east, as a result of 

Ukrainian military pressure. 

Heavy fighting continues in the east and south of the country amid no sign of imminent peace talks. Recapturing 

Kreminna and nearby Svatove could open the way for Kyiv to launch an offensive on Sievierodonetsk and Lysychansk, 

two cities Ukraine lost in the summer. The Guardian could not independently confirm the battlefield developments. 

Russian troops continued to focus their efforts on capturing the city of Bakhmut in the Donetsk region, 

Britain’s Ministry of Defence said in its daily military briefing on Tuesday. The strike was the second recent attack on 

the Soviet-era airbase. 

Putin met his Belarusian counterpart, Alexander Lukashenko, twice over the course of 24 hours to 

“finalize many issues”, Belarusian state-owned Belta news agency reported. The meetings took place in St Petersburg, 

over breakfast on Tuesday at the Russian Museum, as well as at an informal summit of the Commonwealth of 

Independent States (CIS) on Monday evening, it reported. 

It is certain that Ukraine and the US are tracking these meetings, their content, as well as any and all battalion 

movements in and around the two – Russia and Belarus.  
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Russian soldiers are running away from key battles: Ukraine - Russian troops are abandoning their posts in 

key battles, Ukraine's military said this week. 

"Due to significant personnel losses, the Luhansk region has seen an increase in the cases of Russian soldiers leaving 

their combat positions," the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine said in an operational update on Tuesday 

morning. "In order to maintain control of the situation, the Russian military leadership has increased the number of 

patrols to detain and return deserters to the units." 

The update comes as the Ukrainian armed forces continue their counteroffensive measures in an attempt to retake 

areas currently under Russian control, including the region of Luhansk. 

Russian troops killed in action per day 

Russian soldiers dying per day in action is depicted in the graph below.  

 

 

Impacts 

Russia warns U.S. against launching 'decapitation strike' on Putin - Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov warned 

the United States on Tuesday against ordering a “decapitation strike” on President Vladimir Putin. 

Lavrov’s comments refer to an anonymous U.S. military official telling Newsweek back in September that a special 

operation “to kill Putin in the heart of the Kremlin” had been “front and center” among the options being considered by 

the U.S. in response to Putin’s escalating nuclear rhetoric. 

“Some 'unnamed officials' from the Pentagon actually threatened to deliver a 'decapitation strike' against the Kremlin,” 

Lavrov told Russia’s TASS news agency in an interview. 

Describing the plans as “essentially a threat to physically remove the Russian head of state,” Lavrov warned of 

“consequences” should any such attack ever be carried out.  

The Russian embassy in Washington slammed the so-called decapitation option as “reckless” and “delusional” at the 

time. 
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NCOs: America has them, China wants them, Russia is struggling without them - Non-commissioned 

officers, long the “backbone” of the U.S. military, are proving even more crucial on modern battlefields. 

One reason the Russian military has struggled to win territory in Ukraine is its lack of a strong corps of non-

commissioned officers, or NCOs, more crucial than ever to success on the modern battlefield, U.S. officials say. 

In the American military, NCOs—enlisted servicemembers at or above the rank of Army and Marine corporal, Air Force 

staff sergeant, and Navy petty officer—are trusted experts who execute officers’ battlefield directions and take care of 

the troops. But while China is working to develop a corps of enlisted leaders, Russia seems stuck in an older model. 

"The Russians are practicing a top-down, very, very top-heavy directive in nature–sort of, settled orders coming from 

the top, which is not necessarily the best thing to do in a dynamic battlefield," Gen. Mark Milley, chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff, said Tuesday to the Senate Appropriations defense subcommittee. 

Defense Secretary Austin said that Russia’s failure to “integrate aerial fires with their ground maneuver” was due to the 

lack of lower-level leadership. 

Rep. Mikie Sherrill, D-N.J., who served as a Sea King helicopter pilot in the Navy for 10 years, said Russia's performance 

in the war reaffirms her own experience: the military doesn't function without an empowered NCO class. 

"I could have told you that certainly, that is the backbone of the U.S. fighting force. And I think we've seen the lack of 

that in the Russian military and how that impacts their ability to conduct this war and certainly, the inability without the 

mission command to really have anyone other than the actual general lead with the commander's intent," Sherrill said. 

(Comment – Yes, but by obliterating the enemy position with non-stop bombardments, against weaker opponents. In 

Ukraine Russia came up against an army corp trained over 8 years by the US in command structure). 

But others note that the Russian military has historically done reasonably well without a NCO corps. Michael Kofman, 

research program director at CNA’s Russian Studies Program, said that Russia and the Soviet Union have won wars in 

the past. In Ukraine, he said, the lack of an NCO corps is not the problem, but the top-down decision-making structure.  

The Russian military is considered rigid at the tactical level and flexible only at the strategic operational level, Kofman 

said, leaving ownership and independent thinking to the officers. At these higher officer levels, he said, “That’s where 

you see the Russian military really sort of affected structurally as a force in terms of its culture and how it operates.” 

Russia’s version of NCOs are mostly contracted troops who do not have a leadership role or manage discipline like their 

counterparts in the U.S. or British militaries, Kofman said. 

71 Chinese warplanes detected around Taiwan, highest number this year - A total of 71 Chinese military 

aircraft and seven vessels have been detected around Taiwan from 6 a.m. Sunday to 6 a.m. Monday, according to the 

Ministry of National Defense (MND), marking the most within a 24-hour span so far this year. 

Among them, 47 aircraft were spotted either crossing the median line of the Taiwan Strait or entering Taiwan's 

southwestern air defense identification zone, the MND said in a news release on Monday. 

The planes included 12 Shenyang J-11 and six Sukhoi Su-30 fighter jets, one CASC Rainbow CH-4 unmanned aerial 

vehicle (UAV), six Chengdu J-10 and 18 J-16 fighter jets, one Shaanxi Y-8 EW, one Y-8 ASW, one KJ-500 airborne early 

warning and control (AEW&C) plane, and one Guizhou WZ-7 Soaring Dragon UAV, according to information provided.  

The MND said the armed forces have been monitoring the situation and have tasked combat air patrol aircraft, Navy 

vessels, and land-based missile systems to respond to these activities. 
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S. Korea scrambles jets, fires shots as North Korean drones cross border - South Korea has scrambled its jets 

and helicopters and fired warning shots after North Korean drones reportedly entered its airspace amid heightened 

tensions on the Korean Peninsula. 

South Korea on Monday said it tracked "several" drones crossing in from North Korean territory over what is known as 

the Military Demarcation Line between the two countries, Yonhap news agency reported. 

Some reports said one of these North Korean drones had briefly flown over South Korea's capital city, Seoul. 

South Korea's transport ministry said earlier flights in the day, which were departing from the Incheon and Gimpo 

airports, had been grounded by the military as a precautionary measure. 

Sounds of America in small Polish military town now a comfort for residents - For the past five years, U.S. 

soldiers have been deploying to a forward operating base within walking distance of the historic town square in the 

small town of Boleslawiec, Poland. 

Residents say support for the Americans has never been higher, in light of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February and 

lingering fears that the ongoing war will spill over into neighboring countries like theirs. 

“When the Americans first came here, many older people didn’t like it because they didn’t want things to change,” said 

Roksana Borcz, who works at a bowling alley in town that soldiers frequent. “But now I think they’re used to it and we 

feel safer because they are here.” 

The roughly 500 Americans living and working at Camp Boles, usually on nine-month rotations, are guests of the Polish 

army. That means their experience differs greatly from a typical European deployment to a large garrison that can 

accommodate families and provide amenities that make life more familiar. 

Black Sea vantage point gives 101st Airborne troops closer view of Ukraine war - The 101st Airborne 

Division soldiers here are positioned close enough to Ukraine that their artillery is in easy range of the war-torn country 

and intelligence gatherers can monitor fighters buzzing around the Black Sea. 

The 2nd Brigade Combat Team, deployed on the division’s first operational mission in Europe since World War II, 

functions as the most forward-based American unit in proximity to the fighting in Ukraine, military leaders say. 

There are now about 5,000 soldiers along NATO’s southeastern flank, the majority of whom are anchored at strategic 

locations near Romania’s coastline. 

 “You are ready if the call comes,” brigade 

commander Col. Ed Matthaidess said 

Monday. 

Ordered overseas in June, the unit is part 

of a U.S. push to reinforce NATO terrain 

and be prepared to respond if the war 

spills over into allied territory. 

In the aftermath of Russia’s full-scale 

invasion of Ukraine, Romania has emerged 

as the centerpiece of U.S. efforts to deter 

Russian aggression in southern Europe, 

while Poland has emerged as the Army’s 

center of gravity in the north. 
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German garrison town gears up for a thousand US arrivals with incoming Army units - The U.S. Army base 

in Ansbach is preparing for an influx of 500 soldiers from an air defense battalion and an engineering brigade, an 

addition that coincides with major investment in the Bavarian garrison town. 

The moves are part of the troop boost in Europe announced by President Biden at NATO’s summit in Madrid in June. 

German authorities in Bavaria said this week that they had been told the new troops will arrive on accompanied tours, 

meaning the addition of about 500 family members of soldiers to the Ansbach community. 

In all, the U.S. will invest about $1.6 billion at the Ansbach garrison by 2032, the Bavarian government said in a 

statement Wednesday. 

The new Ansbach units, expected to take up their positions in 2023, are the 7th Engineer Brigade and the 1st Battalion 

of the 57th Air Defense Artillery Regiment. 

The units’ arrival in the months ahead comes on the heels of the activation last month in Sembach of the 52nd Air 

Defense Artillery Brigade, which now oversees multiple artillery units based in Europe. 

Troops from Fort Carson, Fort Hood and Hunter AAF tapped for deployments to Europe - Soldiers from 

the Army’s 1st Cavalry Division and its 3rd and 4th Infantry Divisions are deploying to Europe later to replace other U.S.-

based units deployed to the Continent amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine, service officials announced. 

The 2nd Armored Brigade Combat Team of the 1st Cavalry Division from Fort Hood, Texas, the 4th Infantry Division 

Headquarters and Sustainment Brigade from Fort Carson, Colo., and the 3rd Combat Aviation Brigade of the 3rd 

Infantry Division from Hunter Army Airfield, 

Ga., will all deploy in support of Operation 

Atlantic Resolve, the service said in a series of 

statements. The new deployments expected 

in the coming months will maintain the 

Pentagon’s increased troop presence in 

Europe, where U.S. troops have been training 

with NATO partners — especially along the 

alliance’s eastern flank — sine Russia’s late 

February attack of Ukraine. 

The deployments will keep American troops 

levels at about 100,000 — up about 20,000 

American service members since Russian 

began amassing forces along Ukraine’s 

borders in Jan/Feb. It will also maintain two armored brigade combat teams of some 4,200 soldiers each on the 

Continent — firepower that Europe had not seen in decades before the 1st Armored Brigade Combat Team of the 3rd 

Infantry Division from Fort Stewart, Ga., deployed on almost no notice in early March, just days after the invasion. 

The 2nd Armored Brigade of 1st Cavalry Division will replace the division’s 3rd Armored Brigade Combat Team, which 

deployed in the summer to replace the Fort Stewart brigade. In its announcement, the Army described the upcoming 

deploy as “a regular rotation of forces,” indicating the service intends to maintain two tank brigades in Europe for the 

foreseeable future. The 2nd Armored Brigade Combat Team of the 1st Infantry Division from Fort Riley, Kan., will be the 

other U.S-based tank brigade in Europe when the upcoming troop rotations happen. 

There are further US troops and battalions spread across normal deployments, with Alaskan forces having seen a 

buildup in total deployments. 
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Peace Talks 

Russia’s Lavrov issues ultimatum to Ukraine: ‘For your own good’ - Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov has given 

Ukraine an ultimatum: Fulfil Moscow’s demands — including surrendering Ukrainian territory that Russia now controls 

— or the Russian army will decide the fate of Ukraine. 

Speaking a day after Putin once again said he was open to peace talks — and which the United States has described as 

disingenuous — Lavrov told Kyiv that it should, for its “own good,” comply with Moscow’s wishes. 

“Our proposals for the demilitarization and denazification of the territories controlled by the regime, the elimination of 

threats to Russia’s security emanating from there, including our new lands, are well known to the enemy,” state news 

agency TASS quoted Lavrov as saying late on Monday. 

“The point is simple: Fulfil them for your own good. Otherwise, the issue will be decided by the Russian army,” Lavrov 

said. 

Asked by TASS how long the conflict will last, Lavrov said: “The ball is in the regime’s court and Washington behind it.” 

On Sunday, Russian President Vladimir Putin again said Moscow was open to negotiations and blamed Kyiv and its 

Western backers for a lack of talks, comments which the US has dismissed as insincere. 

Comment – Classify him as a war criminal – by his very own words. 

Putin’s “Offer” of Peace is ploy for time - The Russian president’s comments that he was “ready to negotiate with 

all parties” involved in the conflict in Ukraine are part of a deliberate information campaign aimed at misleading the 

west into making concessions, according to analysts. US thinktank the Institute for the Study of War said the Russian 

president did not offer to negotiate with Ukraine on Saturday, contrary to some reporting. 

Sanctions 

Four Airbus A340s “Disappear” Over Iran - On Friday last week four Airbus A340-300s took off from O.R. Tambo 

International Airport in Johannesburg, flew along the east coast of Africa, along the Gulf peninsula, and then toward 

Iran. While the flight plans for these planes indicated that they were headed to Uzbekistan, in reality they disappeared 

from radar over Iran, and landed at Tehran’s Imam Khomeini International Airport. For context, all four planes are 

former Turkish Airlines Airbus A340-300s, which left the carrier’s fleet in 2018 and 2019 and were purchased by a 

company in Hong Kong named Avro Global. For the past few years, the planes have simply been parked at 

Johannesburg Airport, and were registered in Guernsey. 

There wasn’t much sign of activity until recently, when the planes were re-registered in Burkina Faso with new 

registration codes — XT-AKA, XT-AKB, XT-AKK and XT-ALM. 

Then shortly thereafter these planes started their journeys out of South Africa. For what it’s worth, the A340s were all 

produced between 1996 and 2000, so they’re 22-26 years old. 

Are these Airbus A340s headed to Mahan Air? - The United States has sanctions against Iran, prohibiting companies 

from selling US-made products to Iran. This obviously presents a major challenge for Iran Air and Mahan Air, Iran’s two 

largest airlines. They operate outdated fleets, as they can only get planes secondhand. 
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Even the planes they get secondhand are 

largely acquired illegitimately, given the 

restrictions in place that prevent these 

kinds of transactions. Rumor has it that 

these four Airbus A340s were purchased 

by Mahan Air, Iran’s largest private airline. 

Mahan Air already flies several Airbus 

A340s, most of which used to fly for 

Lufthansa and Virgin Atlantic back in the 

day. 

Interestingly the flights operated with the 

code “MANXXXX” (with “XXXX” being four 

numbers). “MAN” isn’t an airline code, 

but it sounds like it could stand for Mahan Air. 

Question – Or are they bound for Russia, who is desperately looking to acquire second-hand aircraft for spares due to 

sanctions? The latest tracking shows three of the four planes have landed in Iran. 

New sanctions starting to bite Russia’s economy as Moscow admits deficit impact - Russian Finance 

Minister Anton Siluanov reportedly told journalists Tuesday that an oil price cap imposed by the Group of Seven major 

economies is squeezing Russian export income and will potentially push Moscow’s budget deficit higher than the 

expected 2% of GDP next year. 

“It’s still too early to fully assess the impact of the G7 oil price cap and the EU’s ban on Russian crude imports which 

came into effect on 5th December, but initial signs suggest that Russia’s economy is starting to feel the pinch,” said 

Nicholas Farr, emerging Europe economist at Capital Economics. 

Farr suggested that this will compound the hit to Russia’s energy revenue from falls in global prices in recent months. 

International benchmark Brent crude fell from a peak of around $98 per barrel in October to around $77 earlier this 

month, recovering to around $84.50/bbl by Tuesday morning in Europe. 

Meanwhile, the Russian ruble fell by almost 10% against the dollar last week, making it by far the worst-performing EM 

currency after defying expectations for much of the year. 

Comment – The above as well as the actual cost of the war are crippling the Russian economy at an increasing pace. 

"Russia's Bubble is Busting" - Dr. Alexandre Skiba, Professor of Economics at Wyoming University explained in a news 

broadcast yesterday. Skiba, using clear layman’s terminology, laid out why Russia will be looking towards a very 

unsettling economic future unless Moscow quickly changes course – something that, at this late point, it may not even 

be able to do. 

Putin bans oil export to nations upholding EU price cap - Russian President Vladimir Putin announced on 

Tuesday banning the export of Russian crude oil to countries abiding by a price cap enforced by Western countries to 

dry up Russian oil revenues funding the war on Ukraine. 

The presidential decree would come into force on February 1st 2023, and apply until July 1, 2023. It came as a response 

to "actions that are unfriendly and contradictory to international law by the US and foreign states and international 

organizations joining them." Earlier in December, the Group of Seven economies (G7), the European Union and 

Australia agreed to a $60-per-barrel (€56.35) price cap on Russian seaborne crude oil. The controversial measure, 
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unprecedented even during the Cold War, came into effect on December 5. Putin's Tuesday decree includes a clause 

that would allow him to overrule the ban in special cases. 

Putin 

Another two Russians die - India probing wealthy Russian politician’s fall to death at hotel.  

Billionaire Pavel Antov’s death came two days after another member of his party was found dead at the same hotel in 

Odisha state. 

Indian police are investigating the sudden death of a wealthy Russian politician who reportedly criticized the Ukraine 

war as well as the unexpected death of one of his travelling companions, authorities said. 

The body of Pavel Antov, 65, was found on Saturday in a pool of blood outside his lodgings at a luxury hotel in the 

eastern state of Odisha, where he was on holiday with three other Russian nationals. 

The sausage tycoon died two days after another member of the travel party, Vladimir Bidenov, was found unconscious 

after suffering an apparent heart attack at the same hotel in Odisha’s southern district of Rayagada and could not be 

revived. 

Police on Tuesday said they were reviewing security camera footage, questioning hotel staff and waiting on autopsy 

reports but so far there was no sign of foul play. 

“All possible angles as regards to the deaths of two Russian nationals are being verified,” regional police chief Rajesh 

Pandit told the AFP news agency. 

Bidenov’s death had likely been caused by binge drinking and a possible drug overdose, he said. 

In June, Russian media published a WhatsApp message attributed to Antov that called a Kremlin missile bombardment 

of Ukraine “terrorism.” 

Comment – Why the sudden flurry of senior Russian officials dying? Is there something afoot such as peace 

negotiations where Putin and war critics are not too welcome? 

Ex-US Ambassador to Ukraine: Putin ready to negotiate because he's 'losing' - Former US ambassador to 

Ukraine, William Taylor, told CNN that Putin is now ready to negotiate because he is losing the battle in Ukraine. 

Putin is now ready for some peace negotiations with Ukraine, CNN's Wolf Blitzer told Taylor. 

"Of course, he is," Taylor responded. "He's losing on the battlefield. All he can do is attack civilian targets and make 

Ukrainians miserable ... and he's being pushed out of the country." 

Blaine Holt to Newsmax: Putin 'pounding the table' to end war - Putin may be saying he's open to peace 

talks, but he's also "pounding the table more about getting this war done fast," retired U.S. Air Force Brig. Gen. Blaine 

Holt said on Newsmax Monday.  

"He's under a lot of pressure both abroad and at home," Holt, a former U.S. deputy military representative to NATO 

and now a Newsmax contributor, commented on "Wake Up America." "He got a tough letter from [Chinese President] 

Xi Jinping saying, I want an apology and I want this wrapped up. We talked about this." 

Further, Putin's inner circle is worried about whether he can continue fighting the war, "because he's a sick man," said 

Holt, pointing to a report in the New York Post this weekend that the Russian leader is fighting cancer through the use 

of Western drugs. 
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Putin did not offer to negotiate with Ukraine on December 25 contrary to some reporting. Putin, in a TV 

interview, stated that he does not think that the war is approaching a “dangerous line" and noted that Russia has no 

choice but to continue to defend its citizens, before stating that Russia “is ready to negotiate with all parties” involved 

in the conflict.  

Putin did not explicitly state that Russia was ready to negotiate directly with Ukraine, instead maintaining his false 

narrative that Ukraine – which he simply called the “the other side”- had violated Russia’s pre-invasion diplomatic 

efforts. Putin’s discussions of negotiations have focused on putative discussions with the West rather than with Ukraine 

and reflect his continual accusations that Ukraine is merely a Western pawn with no real agency. This statement was 

not a departure from that rhetorical line. Putin also stated that he thinks Russia is “operating in a correct direction,” 

which indicates that he has not set serious conditions for negotiations and still wishes to pursue his maximalist goals.  

Putin’s December 25 statement is a part of a deliberate information campaign aimed at misleading the West to push 

Ukraine into making preliminary concessions. The Kremlin did not publish the full transcript of Putin’s interview on its 

official website in contrast with its normal pattern, possibly to facilitate the misrepresentation of Putin’s full statement 

originally broadcasted in Russian and highlight his vague statement on negotiations. It’s use of the interview clip on the 

Christmas holiday may also be a response to Ukrainian President Zelensky’s recent speech at the US Congress amidst 

the holiday season. The Kremlin has been intensifying this information campaign throughout December. (ISW). 

Putin is likely concerned over the lack of support for his war in Ukraine among elites and may be 

setting information conditions for the nationalization of their property. Putin pointed out that there are 

people in Russia who act solely in their self-interest when responding to a relatively positive interview question on his 

sentiments toward Russians’ commitment to the war. He added that 99.9% of Russians would sacrifice everything for 

the “motherland.” His instant criticism of some members of society suggests that he is focused on those who do not 

fully support the war rather than on those who do.  

He made similar statements last week, noting that some businessmen who drain Russia’s money aboard are a “danger” 

to Russia. Putin’s statements are also consistent with the Russian State Duma’s preparations to introduce a bill to 

increase tax rates for Russians who had left the country after the start of the “special military operation,” likely as a 

form of punishment for evading the war effort. The Kremlin will likely use funds generated through the tax to fund its 

war in Ukraine. 

Containment 

US rejects Ukraine's request of 100 A-10 Warthog - Oleksii Reznikov, the defense minister for Ukraine, sought 

100 of the US's A-10 Warthog ground attack aircraft a few weeks after the Russian invasion in February, according to a 

report by The Washington Post. 

However, the US had to reject this request in order to prevent increasing hostilities between Moscow and Washington. 

Reznikov told the Washington Post that the US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin flatly refused the Ukrainian request 

since, in the absence of the required assistance, the A-10s would have become easy prey for Russian air defense 

systems.  

As part of its aid to Ukraine, the US has abstained from supplying aircraft because it thinks they could be used to do 

deep strikes within Russia, escalating tensions with Moscow.  

However, the US has taken the lead to equip Ukrainian jets with AGM-88 High-speed Anti-Radiation Missiles (HARM), 

with plans to add more similar strike options. 
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Russia forced to scale back missile strikes amid shortage: UK - Russia's war effort in Ukraine is being 

hampered by a shortage of munitions that is limiting the amount of strikes its forces can carry out, according to British 

defense officials. 

In its daily update, the UK MoD said Russia has dealt with troop shortages by augmenting its forces with "tens of 

thousands of reservists since October." 

This followed a partial mobilization that was announced the previous month by Putin, although the draft was beset 

with complaints that it was botched. 

Despite this increase in personnel "a shortage of munitions highly likely remains the key limiting factor on Russian 

offensive operations," the defense officials said. 

The assessment said that "the limited availability of cruise missiles" had meant that Russia had probably limited long-

range missile strikes against Ukrainian infrastructure to around once a week. It added that Russia was also unlikely to 

have increased its stockpile of artillery munitions enough to allow for large-scale offensive operations. 

Could Ukraine’s military soon train on U.S. soil? - Pentagon Considering Training Ukrainian Soldiers On U.S. Soil: 

On December 15, the U.S. Department of Defense announced plans for combined arms training for Ukrainian soldiers 

that would focus on ensuring troops can safely operate advanced weaponry provided by the West. It was first 

announced that the United States would train those soldiers in a third country, but a report from Politico on Friday 

suggests that plans may have changed. 

How Does Ukraine Defend Against Russian Missiles? 

An article by Kristyna Foltynova of Radio FreePress 

Over the past several months, Russia has launched 

multiple waves of missiles and drone attacks 

across Ukraine. The heaviest attack so far came on 

November 15, when more than 100 missiles 

targeted a dozen cities and districts, as well as the 

country’s critical energy infrastructure. 

Ukraine had relied mostly on Soviet-era defense 

systems such as the S-300. But now that air 

defense is Ukraine’s top priority, Western 

countries have been pushed to provide more 

sophisticated devices. 

Here are some of the systems that are helping to 

defend Ukrainian skies. 

S-300: Old But Still Powerful 

The S-300 is a long-range surface-to-air system, 

originally developed in the Soviet Union during 

the 1960s and 1970s. It is capable of targeting 

aircraft, cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles. 
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At least 17 countries -- including Ukraine, Russia, and several NATO members – have the S-300. While it’s technically a 

defense system, Russia seems to have repurposed it to strike ground targets, too. This is why there was initially some 

confusion over who was responsible for the missile that hit Poland in November. 

Before the invasion, Ukraine had about 250 S-300 systems, according to the International Institute for Strategic Studies. 

Several more have been delivered since then, as part of military aid. It remains unclear how many have been destroyed 

by Russian missiles. 

Russia has since introduced the S400 platform, reckoned to be one of the best anti-aircraft systems around. The S500 is 

under development but is doubtful given sanctions and a lack of capital. 

IRIS-T: The First Modern System From The West 

On October 11, Ukraine received its first modern Western 

defense system from Germany: IRIS-T, one of the world's 

most advanced air-defense systems. 

Back in June, German Chancellor Olaf Scholz promised that 

four of these systems would be delivered, and the deal was 

expected to be finalized by the end of this year. However, 

Russia’s deadly strikes on Ukrainian cities have sped up the 

process. 

Ukraine now has one battery that consists of a radar, 

command-and-control system, and three missile launchers, 

carrying a total of 24 missiles. Three more batteries are 

expected next year, mostly due to the long manufacturing 

process. 

IRIS-T can purportedly protect an entire city from missiles that are up to 40 kilometers away. It also detects low-flying 

missiles (such as Kalibr) and drones thanks to its sensitive radar, 

which integrates data from various sources. 

IRIS-T is manufactured in southern Germany and is relatively 

new. It has been in development since the 1990s, and tests of 

the latest version were finalized in 2021. 

NASAMS: Western Deliveries Continue 

On November 7, Ukraine received another delivery of 

sophisticated air-defense systems: NASAMS, sent from the 

United States. 

NASAMS was developed in the 1990s by U.S. and Norwegian 

companies, and it is the same system that protects the airspace 

around Washington, D.C. It is a middle-range defense system, 

armed with three launchers that can carry a total of 18 missiles 

(up to six missiles each). 

Its radar uses multiple sources of data, which enables it to 

intercept targets beyond visual range. The system can also 

engage multiple targets simultaneously.  
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The system uses AMRAM missiles with a range of 40 kms (the newer version could even reach 100 kms), capable of 

hitting various targets, including unmanned aerial vehicles and cruise missiles. The UK is set to donate hundreds of 

these to Ukraine. 

Patriot: At Long Last? 

For months Ukraine has been requesting 

another long-range air-defense system, the 

U.S.-made Patriot. This system can destroy 

short-range ballistic missiles, advanced 

aircraft, and cruise missiles. It was first 

deployed in the 1980s and is considered one 

of the most advanced U.S. air-defense 

systems. 

The West has been hesitant to provide the 

Patriot, mostly due to its complicated 

technology. One battery requires about 90 

personnel to operate, so Ukrainian forces 

would need extensive training. Some 

governments were also concerned about 

escalating the conflict further. 

When Poland turned down Germany’s offer 

of two Patriot batteries and suggested 

sending them to Ukraine instead, the 

proposal was rejected because the system 

would have been operated by NATO 

personnel and would therefore require NATO 

involvement in Ukraine. 

However, the United States has recently announced additional military assistance for Ukraine, including a transfer of 

the Patriot defense system. 

Hawk 

In November, Spain sent a total of six U.S.-made HAWK air-

defense systems to Ukraine. The United States is also 

considering sending a few older HAWK systems from storage, 

but these would probably need to be refurbished first. 

The HAWK was developed in the 1950s by Raytheon 

Technologies and was mostly phased out during the 2000s. It 

is a mobile system that provides defense against low-to-

medium-altitude aircraft and is expected to be effective 

against Iranian drones. 

The launcher vehicle is typically accompanied by a radar 

vehicle and a command-and-control vehicle. These vehicles 

may vary depending on the type of launcher. 
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Smaller Defense Systems: Avenger, 

Gepard, And Vampire 

The United States also donated four 

Avenger air-defense systems, which 

provide short-range protection against 

drones and helicopters. 

This system is mounted on a Humvee 

vehicle and is equipped with up to eight 

Stinger missiles and a machine gun. It can 

destroy targets up to 8 kilometers away. 

Avenger is not as sophisticated as some other systems such as NASAMS or IRIS-T. It uses optical sight and short-range 

laser to detect targets, and the missile range is considerably shorter. However, it is valuable thanks to its high mobility. 

In July, Germany supplied 30 decommissioned Gepards. These antiaircraft guns were developed in the 1970s in 

Germany to counter low-flying, armored 

attack helicopters, such as the Russian 

(then-Soviet) Mil Mi-24. They also seem 

to be effective in engaging small targets, 

such as Iranian-made kamikaze drones 

that Russia uses. 

The Flakpanzer Gepard (Flakpanzer is a 

German term for a tank-based antiaircraft 

vehicle) can spot targets up to 15 

kilometers away and engage them within 

6 kilometers. 

The United States has also committed to 

providing the Vampire system, a laser-

guided missile launcher. It is a portable 

weapon that can be mounted on most 

pickup-truck beds, even on nontactical 

vehicles. According to its U.S. manufacturer, 

the system is relatively small and can be 

installed within two hours by two people. 

Only one person is needed for operation. 

The Vampire is effective against unmanned 

aerial systems but can engage ground 

targets, too. Delivery is expected in the 

middle of next year. 

 

Summary - Ukraine faces a range of Russian threats, and the country will need to be strategic in locating the systems 

around the country, as it won’t be feasible to cover the entire territory. Deliveries are expected to continue next year, 

and even more defense systems were promised by other countries, such as France, Sweden, the Netherlands, and 

Canada, to name a few. 
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Arctic 

Satellite images show how Russia is building up military in the Arctic with runways and radar bases 

capable of detecting stealth aircraft - as NATO boosts its own forces in the region - New satellite images 

show that Russia is now expanding its military bases in the Arctic region, despite the war in Ukraine putting a strain on 

its resources.  

The satellite images show Putin's forces fortifying and expanding bases with improvements to its Arctic runways and 

the construction of a series of radar systems capable of detecting stealth aircraft. Speaking to CNN, NATO Secretary 

General Jens Stoltenberg said there was 'a significant Russian military build-up in the high north.' The images do not 
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show extensive expansion, but suggests that Putin's forces are continuing to fortify and militarize the area as part of its 

defensive plans. 

With the war in Ukraine continuing, already putting a sustained toll on Russian resources, the expansion in the Arctic 

north also shows that it is key to Putin's long-term military strategy, experts say. 

Russia has long been fortifying and improving its military bases and infrastructure in the north of the country.  

Since the Soviet era, it has constantly regenerated the facilities and maintain 

The images show the continued construction of radar stations at Olenegorsk in northwest Russia, around 100 miles 

from the Finland border, and on the Kola Peninsula, a further 100 miles east. 

Similar construction is being undertaken at a base in Vorkuta, close to the north coast of the country, above the arctic 

circle. 

It also appears that Russia is constructing specialized Rezonans-N radars. Russian officials have claimed that this 

machinery will be able to detect stealth aircraft.  

These radars are being constructed in the town of Ostrovnoy, western Russian, on the coast of the Barents Sea, 250 

miles from the Finland and Norway border. 

The satellite images also show radomes, an enclosure to house radar antennas, have been built.  

They were constructed in the northeast of Russia at the Tiksi air defense site. 

Other than the radars, Putin's forces have been bolstering their aircraft infrastructure.  
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Runway improvements at Nagurskoye air base on a series of Russian owned islands in the Arctic Ocean. It is Russia's 

northernmost military facility. 

Similar runway renovations were carried out at the military base on Kotelny Island off the coast of the northeast 

Russian mainland. 

The region is now set to take on renewed importance after Russia was hammered by Western sanctions over the war in 

Ukraine, which also trashed its reputation as Europe's second-most powerful army. 

The Kremlin is likely to plunder an estimated $30trillion of natural resources from the frozen earth and open up new 

trading routes exposed by melting sea ice. 

Putin, cash-strapped due to sanctions, is almost certain to lean on China for money to achieve his vision - offering 

Beijing a back-door into a region it has long plotted to control but where it has no territorial claim.  

Sitting together atop the world, the pair could menace the West across three continents and in its two largest oceans. 

Russia's presence in the High North is nothing new. Prized by both the Russian Empire and Soviets for its rich natural 

resources, Josef Stalin once spoke of the 'Red Arctic' and built dozens of military bases there. 

But interest waned as the Soviet Union crumbled, and in 1987 Mikhail Gorbachev declared it should be a 'zone of 

peace' - signaling an end to military expansion there and the start of cooperation with the West over scientific research 

projects. 
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Putin declared the region to be the 'concentration of practically all aspects of national security – military, political, 

economic, technological, environmental [and] resources' at a summit in 2014. 

Russia has been building new military bases while opening gas and oil fields across the Arctic, many of them along the 

North-East Passage - a valuable trading route that is opening up due to melting ice which Putin hopes he will be able to 

monetize in the years to come, along with $30trillion in natural resources. 

Since then, he has reopened some 50 Soviet-era Arctic bases including airfields, radar stations, cargo ports, missile 

launch pads and naval yards. 

Others have been expanded, including at least 18 airfields in the Kola Peninsula which sits around 200 miles east of 

Finland and houses most of Russia's military forces in the region: The headquarters of its Northern Sea Fleet, a large 

portion of its nuclear forces including bombers and missiles, and supply stations for bases further north. 

Some have been adapted to house Moscow's state-of-the-art military technology.  

The Plesetsk Cosmodrome was used last year for a test-launch of Russia's latest satellite-killer missile and was recently 

used to launch Sarmat-2, its latest nuclear missile capable of hitting any country on the planet. 

Other bases have been adapted to house new hypersonic Tsirkon cruise missiles, and submarine ports in the Kola 

Peninsula are though to play host to Poseidon nuclear drones, reports by the Centre for International and Strategic 

Studies found. 

Dozens of new bases have also been built, including at least five major airfields along what is known as the North-East 

Passage - a shipping route connecting Europe with Asia that is becoming increasingly accessible due to rising global 

temperatures weakening sea ice that has made it impassible in the past. 

Russia hopes to turn this into a viable and lucrative alternative to current shipping lanes that run either around the 

Africa's Cape of Good Hope and across the Indian Ocean, or through the Mediterranean and around the Arabian 

Peninsula via the Suez.  

Going north would shave around two weeks off even the fastest journeys further south. 

Comment – Russia now has more than nuclear-powered icebreakers than the rest of the world combined. 


